
OPEN DURATION REPORT 2020 SEASON  

Ben Walzer flies into First Place in his very first Open Duration Event 

Four very valiant members braved the sometimes very gusty conditions in entering the first 
SRAC competition event of the year. Saturday dawned with rain showers forecast for most of 
the day. However, the CD held cancelling the event until 11:00 AM.  This was a good decision as 
the rain stopped and flying conditions were then tested by Van Caryl. Van had been working all 
morning on his British diesel and finally gave up and installed a Russian Norvel .061 racing 
engine. This worked well giving him an excellent climb but a short motor run.  

Russ used his scratch built Gentle Lady powered by his very reliable British .061 PAW diesel and 
completed his flights without incident into third place.  

New comer to Open Duration Jose Vargas struggled into fourth place with his part ARF Gentle 
Lady sporting a very different wing. Unfortunately he had trouble taming his British .061 PAW 
diesel due probably to fuel feed problems that only produced a little over one minute engine 
run. Anyway, Jose did get in three recorded rounds and earned an A plus for tenacity. 

Van Caryl flew a much modified Gentle Lady into second place. As mentioned above he had 
replaced his diesel with a nitro engine and this gave him fairly steady starting and more or less 
consistent rounds. However a short motor run on his second round did penalize his final 
standing. 

Ben Walzer entered a very light kit built 60 inch span Tercel powered by a British diesel. This 
particular diesel is the smallest PAW manufacture.  The capacity is .033 cc displacement and 
swings a 7x5E prop. The climb rate on this airplane is quite amazing and probably gets up to 
1000 feet in 2 1/2 minutes. The big problem then is keeping it from going out of sight. He had to 
take a rest between the second and third round to rest his eyes and nerves. Ben did well with 
his young eyes and flew into first place with three consistent rounds. One very close to 15 
minutes at 13 minutes 46 seconds! 

Thanks to all who turned out to help and participate. We had timers for all participants. This is 
always appreciated. For this month Roy was the official CD and Lis will be back to run the F5J 
which we hope will be on next month. Remember it’s not too late to enter Open Duration next 
month. We drop one day’s event so you will still be competitive. Rick and Roy who have won 
this event many times will be more than happy to help you get started. This is a challenging 
event but easy to get started. The immense satisfaction from getting a maximum 15 minute 
flight is rewarding indeed. 

Roy for Jerry Neupert, SRAC Duration CD 

See attachment for results… 

NOTE: Next SRAC Duration Day third Saturday of July 06/18/20 


